
Alliance Air Products (AAP) provides custom Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and 

Refrigeration equipment, serving the OEM, Design-Build and Plan & Spec markets. 

Each unit is engineered to meet specific project requirements; packaged systems, DX 

condensing units, fluid chillers, boiler/heating systems and custom air handlers. Our 

units are certified by ETL and AMCA.

www.allianceairproducts.com

Climate Wizard offers a high performance and extremely efficient indirect evaporative 

air conditioner. It uses the same principles as traditional evaporative cooling, but does 

not add water to the air as it cools. It works by drawing in hot outside air and passing 

it through a heat exchanger. Warm, moist air is expelled, while cooled, but otherwise 

unchanged air is delivered into the space.

www.climatewizard.com

Hartzell Air Movement. Providing FRP and stainless steel construction, specialty 

coated blowers and fans for corrosive environments, heavy industry, wastewater 

facilities, high technology, marine, and power generation applications.

www.hartzellairmovement.com/

Panasonic offers a range of turnkey heating and air conditioning solutions for homes, 

medium-sized buildings such as offices and restaurants, and large-scale buildings. 

These offer maximum effectiveness, comply with the strictest environmental 

standards and meet the most avant-garde construction requirements of our time.

www.business.panasonic.com/

products-hvac-heatingairconditioning

Smardt oil-free, magnetic bearing centrifugal chillers offer the highest IPLV energy 

efficiencies and the lowest lifetime operating costs.  Sizes and capacities range from – 

60 TR through 1200 TR in water cooled, and 60 TR through 450 TR in air cooled.  

www.smardt.com

Spunstrand® Inc. has a dedicated facility for manufacturing FRP chemical and water 

storage tanks, carbon scrubbers, ductwork  and custom FRP products that serve  

industrial, commercial and municipal markets.
www.spunstrand.com

TMI Climate solutions provides quality central utility plants, custom self-contained DX 

systems, package chiller and boiler plant systems and pumping stems and controls.
www.tmiclimatesolutions.com

Water source heat pumps, Geothermal heat pumps and reverse acting chillers: Water 

Furnace features advanced technology and innovative components to achieve the 

highest levels of performance and energy efficiency using environmentally safe R-

410A refrigerant in all units.

www.waterfurnace.com
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